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ABSTRACT: The methods so far used for vulnerability or risk assessment are based on qualitative parameters or experts opinions, hence highly affected by a level of subjectivity and unreliability. These methods, particularly for some structural types, require further validation by experimental data or in situ investigation, as to enhance the effectiveness of the method itself, by
weighting the importance of the parameters processed, and finally calibrating the same results.
This is particularly required for very slender structures, as towers and likewise structures, the
behaviour of which is strongly influenced by the dynamic performance. The paper presents a
work, still in progress, according to which two parallel methods (respectively speedy assessment
of vulnerability and dynamic identification) are both used as complementary tools. After a short
introduction to the state of the art of the two approaches, the paper presents the development of
a new survey form associated with an on line data storage, capable to run speedy vulnerability
analysis, with a first application on a sample of more than 100 towers. One representative structure of the sample is chosen for the dynamic identification, the results of which are used for improving the possible failure mechanisms, and for drawing future enhancement of the method.
1 INTRODUCTION
The state of the art on speedy methods for vulnerability or risk evaluation, provides a wide
range of literature, with methods for different types of structures or monuments: from those
based on typological, heuristic, and experts approaches to those based on qualitative or mechanical parameters, as the evaluation of the ultimate load factor.
In the field of the cultural heritage, it deserves to be mentioned the work carried out in Italy
by the ICR (Central Institute for Restoration), which produced territorial distribution maps of
different types of cultural heritage, as monuments or archaeological sites, as well as of their associated risk (Accardo et al., 1996, 1997). The method focuses on the state of conservation of
architectonic and decorative features of monuments, but with just some weak attempt in the
definition of the structural behaviour. In a more engineering field, speedy approaches are pursued in Italy for forecasting the seismic vulnerability either by using score assignment process
or probabilistic damage distributions (Benedetti et al.,1984; Braga et al., 1982). Over the last
years, beyond the vulnerability of buildings and infrastructures, the research has focused on historic heritage and monuments, and among these, churches have been investigated in more detail
by Lagomarsino et al. (1997, 2004).
The weak point of the above methods is that most of them are based on a “subjective” evaluation of vulnerability, based on direct observations and qualitative parameters, which yields to a
final “quantitative” assessment of the feasible damage. In addition to this, some structural types,
as towers, being characterised by a notable slenderness, are presumably featured by a dynamic
nature, which notably influence the feasibility of failure mechanisms, and hence requires specific research work by experimental data.
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By these considerations arises the need to calibrate speedy methods through the wide experience gathered over the last years in the field of the dynamic identification. These techniques,
and in particular those related to identification under unknown (or unmeasured) ambient excitations (wind, traffic, micro-tremors of the ground; see De Angelis et al., 2003 and Capecchi et
al., 2004, and references there quoted), can be considered particularly useful when applied to
the historical monuments, whose mechanical and structural characteristics are often uncertain.
In this field such techniques are receiving increasing attention (see Carusi et al., 2004 and references there quoted), mainly because of the relatively low cost and easy employment of both in
situ measurements and elaboration of the results. Moreover the measurement of experimental
data can be considered rather “objective”, though a certain amount of “subjectivity” can be introduced in the results interpretation, depending on the expertise of the operators. The information obtained can be immediately useful from a “relative” point of view, e.g. allowing to recognise significant variations of the structural characteristics between the situations before and after
a strong external excitation (e.g. seismic) or before and after a retrofitting intervention. This
provides just a “qualitative” evaluation of the safety level of a structure, though the same information processed through the dynamic identification can also give useful suggestions to enhance numerical models, and hence to predict structural damage or even associate the most
likely damage mechanism, which can be further introduced in the speedy methods.
The paper presents a work, still in progress, according to which the above two different methods, respectively speedy assessment of vulnerability and dynamic identification (and structural
monitoring), are both used as complementary tools, for outlining the behaviour of these type of
monuments, and finally produce an optimal operative tool. This combination is particularly
needed for towers and bell towers, rather representative of the Italian historic environment.
2 INSPECTION AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF TOWERS
2.1 Survey form and vulnerability assessment
Tower and bell towers are scattered over the Italian Country with different densities and features
from North to South. Although characterised by different stylistic decorations, age of construction and origin function, their comparable geometric and structural ratios yield to the definition
of an autonomous structural type. In a very concise definition, towers and bell towers can be described as monuments where the total height is the prevalent dimension. Consequently, these
monuments are featured by notable slenderness, and this also represents one of the main differences from most of historic monuments (churches, palaces) or even ordinary buildings.
So far, towers and likewise structures, have been considered in previous researches as one of
the constitutive elements (or macro-elements) of more complex systems (as churches, palaces
fortresses and so on). However their geometric, constructive and structural features are such peculiar that specific vulnerability/ risk functions require to be specifically formulated.
Previous works aimed at large scale surveys of monumental emergences over the whole
Country, have indirectly investigated towers, through survey forms specifically developed for
other architectonic types as churches (Lagomarsino et al., 1997), monastery and fortresses
(GNDT-CNR, 2001). Early speedy attempts are formulated in the same works even for assessing the vulnerability through few parameters of towers and similar structures.
The starting point for the new research carried out by the Dept. PRICOS of University
“D’Annunzio”, was a critical review of these early methods, and then their combination and implementation into a new survey form, named VulneT (Vulnerability of Towers), specific of the
type considered (Figure 1). The main goal of the form is to collect data and built up a database
on the state of conservation and structural appraisal of historic towers and similar structures.
The data can be collected according to a multi level stage of knowledge of the monument, according to the level of information available. The attempt is to formulate a model not merely
suitable for predicting the seismic vulnerability, but also for formulating a global judgement on
the state of the monument, also analysing its decay and its economic value. According to this
criterion, the information collected enable a complete description of the monument, which
might be used by local Administration for monitoring and managing the structures over the
competent territory. Sections 1 and 2 of the form (Figure 1) are aimed to a global description of
the monument, under an architectonic, structural, cultural and urbanistic point of view.
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Sezione 2. DATI COSTRUT TIVI E STRUTTURALI
PROGETTO DI RICERCA FINALIZZATO ALL'ANALISI DI VULNERA BILITA' SISMICA DI TORRI E CAMPA NILI

9. Solai e coperture
Orizzontamenti (prevalenti)

VULNeT
SCHEDA PER IL RILIEVO DI TORRI E CAMPANILI
P rovincia
Istat Reg.
Foglio catastale
S QUADRA

Comune
Istat Prov.
Allegato
Scheda n.

Località
Istat Com.
Particelle
Den.attuale:

data

Casatorre

Castello, Rocca

Ponte fortificato

Chiesa

Monastero

Edificio religioso

Altro

Periodo di costr.

XI-XV secolo
dal X IX secolo in poi

I-X secolo

Roccia

Al tro o non rilevabile

Altro o non ril.

Altro

Terreno sciolto non spingente

Mattoni

Arenaria

Listatura

Male organizzata
Ricorsi pseudo-orizzontali

In mattoni

Ricorsi orizzontali

Altro

Descrizione filari ed elementi
Altezza media filare

Delta h (m)

Isolato

D'angolo

Intercluso

Sporgente su più lati

Tenace

Sezione trasversale
Muratura piena
Due paramenti e nucleo meno coerente
H modulo(*)

Con nucleo/sacco incoerente
1 Par. ben tessu to/1 par.inc oerente

Lunghezza media elemento

Muratura poc o coerente
Lungh. media sovrapposizione

Medi o Buono Non rilev.

Livello di coesione (malte)

11. Ammorsature e presidi di rinforzo

Impianto

Livello di ammorsatura tra pareti

Triangolare

Lunghezza media lato

Poligonale

(n.lati:

Circolare

)

Lunghezza media lato 2(*)

(Numero

Spessore me dio

)

Scadente
Cordoli

Spessore medio

Centrato
Decentrato

N. piani

B ucature
Assenti

Orient.facciata (di rif.)

Allineate da un lato

Cordol i a tutti i livelli

Catene a tutti i livelli

In prossimità degli angoli ed al cen tro
In prossimità di entrambi agli angoli
In prossimità di un solo angolo

Livello di utilizzazione

Prevalentemen te al centro della facciata

Interve nti pregressi

Buono

Non utilizzato

Restauro superfici

Mediocre

Utilizz ato

Consolidamento statico

Cattivo

Parzialmente/sporadicamente

Miglioramento sismico
Adeguamento sismico

Sistema di smaltimento acque
Funzionante
In cattivo stato
Assente

13. Schemi e foto

Ass enti
Dimensioni medie
b
t

Catene a piani intermedi

Pessimo

Porticati

Allineate al centro

Cordol i intermedi

S tato di Conservazione

Ininfluente

Aumento % (+) o
Rid.% (-) di massa

Ubicazione ancoraggi in facciata
Non rilevabile
Catene
Catene solo in sommità

12. Stato di conservaz ione, utiliz zo ed interventi pregressi

6. Con figurazione in elevazione
Altezza del corpo princ.

Buono

Cordolo in sommità

Assente

(*) Specificare solo in caso di conf. rettangolare
(**) Specificare per tutti i tipi di impianto
rettangolare
)
)
Setti interni dir.Sud (Numero

S etti interni

(lungh.raggio:

Corpo scala

Spess. medio in sommità (**)

Spess. medio alla base (**)

Setti interni dir.Nord

Vario reimpiego

Incoerente

Ingranamento elementi nello spessore

5. Con figurazione planimetrica
Quad rato/rettangolare

Calcarenite

Assente

As sente

Assente

Inaccessibile

Tufo

Paramento laterizi

(*) Distanza verticale tra due listature

Differenz a di quota in fondazione

Posizione rispetto al costru ito circostante

Discreta

Altro

Altro o non rilevabile

Clacare

A conci squadrati

4. Accessibilità e posizione rispetto al contorno
A ccessibilità dell'area
Ottima

Lateroc./soletta c.a.

Malta

Sbozzatura

A pparecchiatura

Presenza di fondazioni

Terreno sciolto spingente

Cresta

Padiglione/vela

Laterocemento/solette c.a.

Ci ottoli

Fondazioni

Pendenza %
terreno

Crociera

Voltata

Finitura degli elementi

Int. massima risentita dopo la costruzione:
I (MCS)

XVI-XVIII secolo

Prima di Cristo

Caratteristiche geologiche

Pendio

Botte

Leggera

A quattro falde

N on rilevabile

Mura di Cinta

Sismicità

3. Caratteristich e geo-morfolo giche
Valle

Lignea

A due falde

Padi glione/vela

Materiale

E difi cio fortific ato

Campanile isolato

Morfologia

Piana

Croci era

10. Muraure

Torre isolata

Anno di costruzione*

Copertura

Volte

1. Tipologia architetto nica di ap partenenza

(*) Se non disponibile specificare solo
periodo

)
Botte

Leggeri (Putrelle e voltine/tavelloni)

Sezione 1. DATI TIPOLOGICI E METRICI

2. Datazione e sismicità

(orient. Tessitura:

Lignei

Indirizzo
Ista t loc.
Sez.cens
Proprietà
Den.storica:

%
Superfici porticate

Porticati alla base
Porticati in sommità

x

Altra disposizione

7.Annessi e pertinenze
Pianta
Quadrata/rettangol are
(n.lati:
Poli gonale

Torrini o guglie
Soprael evaz ioni

Dimensioni geometriche (medie)
Lunghezza lato/raggio
)
Spess. medio alla base

Triangolare

Foto

Circolare

Altezza

Merli o elem. decorativi aggettanti
Ali aggiunte al corpo principale

8. Valore storico/artistico
V alore del manufatto

Apparati decorativi presenti

Manutenzione app.decorativi

Storico

Affreschi

Buono

Artistico

Bassorilevi/Stucchi

Mediocre

Paesaggistico

Dipinti

Cattivo

Privo di particol are valore

Arredi

Pessimo

N
Pi anta

Prospetto

Schizzo muratura

Figure 1 : Sections 1 and 2 of the form VulneT

A first test of the form has been carried out over a sample of 107 towers and similar structures, the data of which have been partially taken by previous investigations carried out by
CNR-GNDT (2001), over different monument types in the Natural Parks of the Country, and
partially by in situ surveys. The database obtained, outlines some major features of this monumental type, and even specify further sub-types. Figure 2 (left and right) highlights the distribution of the slenderness over the sample. One can note that towers and bell towers are featured by
different slenderness as the latter are commonly slender than the former. Beyond this, a third
class of likewise towers can be identified, which is the so called house-towers (original name is
Case Torri), typical defensive house, shaped as a bulk tower. As a matter of fact, house towers
are lightly squatter than the rest of the sample. The diagram on the right of Figure 2, outlines the
data fitted by a normal distribution, and these are compared with ordinary buildings which are
clearly squatter with an average slender ratio of 1.4, compared with 2.17, 2.65 and 3.68 associated with house towers, towers and bell towers respectively.
The vulnerability is processed using different models, depending on the type of vulnerability
considered (static, seismic, superficial decay and so on) and on the level of accuracy of information available. When just qualitative data are present, only rough estimations can be provided,
but these can be however helpful for an early screening of the sample.
One example is carried out on the tower stock above illustrated, where the poorness of data
just allowed the application of the method for the seismic vulnerability, formulated by
Cherubini et al. for all the monuments of the Regional Parks of the Country (CNR-GNDT,
2001). The few data required to run the method (Local MCS intensity experimented after construction date, level of usability and conservation), yielded to the vulnerability distribution of
Figure 3.
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Figure 2 : Distribution of slenderness over the sample considered

The diagram on the left highlights the correlation between the level of conservation and highest intensity (MCS) felt by the monuments. The vulnerability indicators (normalised to 100)
range between 20 and 80. Among them the vulnerability associated with the Tower of Trasacco
has been highlighted, as this was chosen as sample for the dynamic identification (Sect.3). The
diagram on the right compares the vulnerability curves associated with different structures. One
can note that despite the higher slenderness, the bell towers show lower vulnerability compared
with the other two types, and this is likely due to the higher level of conservation and usability.
Fragility curves aimed at correlating the earthquake severities with expected damage (normalised to 1) can be obtained by the above distributions, by transforming the average level of vulnerability into expected average damage.
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Figure 3 : Distribution of vulnerability of the sample using the speedy method of CNR-GNDT 2001

The curve obtained for towers is correlated in Figure 4 left with the expected damage related
to ordinary buildings (class A and C of EMS’98 respectively), resulting by Damage Probability
Matrices (DPM) of Irpinia earthquake (Braga et al., 1982). The diagram shows the different
trend of towers compared to buildings, as these show an increase in damage (compared to class
A) for MCS intensity higher than VIII. The damage average obtained for the sample under
exam, is also correlated in Figure 4 (right) with the expected average damage formulated by
Lagomarsino et al. (2004), as function of parameters (V and Q, vulnerability and ductility indices, respectively), specific of towers. One can note that the distribution of the sample fairly fits
with the analytical ones. However the two parameters governing these curves can be further refined on the basis of results of the dynamic identification.
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Fragility curves for towers
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Figure 4 : Fragility curves for towers and ordinary buildings (left); correlation between expected average damage of the sample with the one formulated by Lagomarsino et al (2004) (right).
Sezione 3. RILIEVO DEL DANNO
Causa del dissesto
Evento sismico recente

Evento in data

Intensità locale MCS

Altro (danno pregresso)

14. Attribuzione meccanismi di collasso
B2 Rotazione con 2 ali ortogonali

C

orient.parete

Parziale
Integrale

orient.angolo

Parziale
Integrale

livello di danno

DC Collasso parziale con ala ort.

E

Sommità

livello di danno

Ribaltamento fascia verticale
Sommità

orient.angolo

Parziale
Integrale
F

Collasso angolata
Sommità

Sommità

orient.parete

Parziale
Integrale

livello di danno

livello di danno

G Arco rizzontale

Arco verticale
Parziale

Presente

orient.parete

orient.parete

Integrale
livello di danno
H

livello di danno
N

Collasso nel piano

Collasso flessione/taglio
Presente

Sommità
orient.parete

Parziale
Integrale

orient.parete(*)

livello di danno

livello di danno
(*)Segnalare la parete lesionata verticalmente

O Effetto torsionale

U1 Schiacciamento laterale

Presente

Presente
orient.parete
livello di danno

livello di danno

U2 Schiacciamento angolata

Z

Presente

Cedimento fondale

In facciata
orient.angolo

Angolare

livello di danno

Presente

Z2 Collasso torrini
Presente

livello di danno

livello di danno

Z1 Coll. pinnacoli/guglie

DM Disgr.muraria

or.parete/angolo
livello di danno
Z3 Coll. Merlature
Presente

liv. di danno

CS Crollo solai interni

Presente

CV Crollo volte interne

Presente

Presente

A

A'

A-A'

liv. di danno

livello di danno

Meccanismo non ricoscibile

Orient.parete coinvolta

liv. di danno

livello di danno

15 . Descrizione sintetica del danno
Danni ad elementi strutturali

Danni ad elementi non strutturali
D4-D5 D2-D3

Pareti perimetrali
Solai
Corpo scala
Copertura
Tamponature tramezzi
Cella Campanaria/sommità

D1

Est.%

D4-D5

D2-D3

D1

Est.%

Distacco intonaci, rivestimenti
Caduta tegole, oggetti esterni
Caduta cornicioni, parapetti
Danno alla rete idrica,fognaria
Danno alla rete elettrica,gas
Danno ad apparati decorativi
Riferimenti fotografici nn.

Figure 5 : Section 3 of the VulneT form: damage inspection

2.2 Damage investigation of Towers
One special section of the VulneT form is related to the damage inspection (Figure 5). Similarly to a method previously developed by one of the authors, and focused on ordinary buildings
(D’Ayala and Speranza, 2003), this section pursues a double purpose: identification of failure
mechanisms which have occurred and description of the crack pattern.
The mechanism is required to be identified only when the severity of damage is sufficient to
allow a collapse pattern, whether incipient or fully developed, to be recognised. The forms collects a range of feasible mechanisms which have been identified either by pictures of past earthquakes (Doglioni et al., 1994), previous researches (Lagomarsino et al., 1997), and by the dy-
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namic identification process. To make an example, the failure mechanism O is typical of towers,
as the torsional mode corresponds to one of the early vibration modes. Some mechanisms found
out for buildings, can similarly involve towers, as those from B to H, directly associated with
those of FaMIVE, related to buildings (D’Ayala and Speranza, 2003). Conversely some others,
like the detachment of the façade, are in this case rather uncommon due to usual good connection at quoins, as result of their synchronic construction process. Mechanisms of type U, include
failures caused by overcoming of the compressive strength at the base, and this can occur particularly in presence of out ot plumbs, and might be independent of the seismic effect. Similarly,
damage modes of type V, are associated with geotechnical problems. The group Z refers to the
collapse of additions or decorations, as previously highlighted by Lagomarsino et al. (1997).
When the failure mechanism is not immediately recognisable, or the damage level seems too
slight for a reliable opinion to be expressed, the surveyor is required just to describe the overall
damage at the bottom of the form (field 15). The description is required in terms of damage
level and extent, either for structural and non structural elements, like decorations, plasters and
so on.
The description of the damage through failure mechanisms plays a central role for the calibration of the method, and for the final assessment of the vulnerability. One of the possible future
development of the research is represented by the creation of damage probability matrices, developed through photographic material and direct observations, as to outline the likelihood of
each failure mode for different earthquake severities. Precious indications can be achieved by
the dynamic identification analysis, introduced in the following.
3 DYNAMIC IDENTIFICATION METHODS
The medieval “Febonio” Tower is situated in the small centre of Trasacco (near l’Aquila, Italy)
at about 685 m above sea level on the southern borders of the ancient Fucino Lake.
The building, which has a square base section, becomes circular at two-thirds of its height,
giving to the tower itself a particular look, unique in the Abruzzo region (Figure 6); between the
square and the circular parts of the tower there is a concrete floor which was built in 1970, together with other interventions required as a consequence of structural damages due to the devastating earthquake of 1915. The dimensions of the bottom square section are 8.20 metres for
the external sides and 5.40 metres for the internal ones, with a base thickness of about 1.40 m,
and the overall height of the tower is about 29 metres.
Due to the importance and peculiarity of the monument, it was considered useful to perform
in-situ test to get further information on some mechanical characteristics of the tower, in the occasion of restoration works on the tower. Dynamic in-situ measurements were performed by the
Department of Structures (Dip. PRICOS) of the University of Chieti-Pescara in several times,
before, during and after the retrofitting of the tower. In these tests, precision accelerometers
were used to record the very low intensity vibrations due to external “noise” and ambient loads,
namely due to the vibration induced by an aerial platform (Fig.6) and by other building-yard
equipments operating near the tower.
The dynamical identification performed on the basis of in situ measurements (cf. Carusi et al.,
2004 and Carusi, 2006, for further details on the tower and on the tests), gave useful information
on some mechanical parameters of the tower, namely masonry density and elastic modulus, allowing to update the Finite Elements (FE) Model implemented for the structure.
The results of dynamical identification generally confirmed the first modal shapes obtained
through the FE Model (Fig.7); in particular, they showed the possibility of a torsional mode under ground displacements, due to mass eccentricities and to some lack of symmetry of the tower
not evident at a first sight; the experimental evidence of a torsional mode was one of the motivations for the torsional collapse mechanism (Q) included in the VulneT forms (Fig.5), also confirmed by cracks still visible on the tower after the earthquake of 1915. More generally the modal analysis, if confirmed by in situ tests, can show (at least from a qualitative point of view)
global or local displacements shapes useful to individuate, for a given structure, collapse or
damage mechanism prone to be activated by seismic excitations, interesting the whole structure
or its parts.
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Moreover, although a certain amount of “subjectivity” can be introduced in the results interpretation, depending on the expertise of the operators, the measurement of experimental data
can be considered rather “objective”. The information obtained, therefore, can be useful also
from a “relative” point of view, e.g. allowing, in case of modal identification of linear or linearised models, to recognise significant variations of the structural characteristics (first of all natural frequencies and damping coefficients) between the situations before and after a strong external excitation (e.g. seismic) or before and after a retrofitting intervention. As already said, the
same information processed through the dynamic identification can also allow to enhance the
numerical model, and hence to improve the mechanical characterisation of the structure.

Figure 6 : The “Febonio” Tower in Trasacco (near L’Aquila, Italy)

Figure 7 : First modal shape (1st flexural, top) and second modal shape (1st torsional, bottom) of the
FEM model: plan, lateral view and axonometric view

The results reported in the quoted papers also confirm that a satisfactory investigation of this
kind of structures can be performed under ambient (low-intensity and no-cost) excitations, without the need of using artificial excitations (e.g. due to vibrodyne), that are often incompatible
with the safeguard of the historical heritage. The research, still in progress, will also try to include the vulnerability forms and procedures in a more general database structured in a GIS
(Geographic Information System) framework (cf. Palka et al., 2005).
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The integration of these two structural vulnerability assessment methods seems to be potentially
very effective. It needs however some further developments and refinements. Mainly it is necessary to better “quantify” the information given by the dynamic identification regard to the possible collapse mechanisms. This may be possible carrying out dynamic tests on some other different samples in such a way to reach a “parametric” relationship among the results of these
tests and the other parameters involved (geometrical proportions, materials characteristics, etc.).
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